Chapter 1

Alice HLT TPC Tracking on GPU
In recent years the increase in processor clock speed stagnated but instead a trend to multiand many-core chips came up. It is obvious, that for raw computation power, the best
approach is a big set of small and simple cores as it has been realized within graphics cards
for many years now. While at first they could only be used for very special problems using
algorithms that had to be developed with a particular architecture in mind, today there are
frameworks available to run general purpose code written in high level languages on GPUs
with little changes.
The CA Tracking algorithm used in the Alice HLT has been developed with multi-core support
in mind. All steps can be easily spread on many independent processors. Proton-Proton
collisions resulting in up to several hundreds of clusters can already easily be handled by the
HLT compute farm. Primarily targeted at processing upcoming Pb-Pb events with, in the
worst case more than 10.000 tracks and several million clusters (see Fig. 1.1), the tracker
was adjusted to run on GPUs. A framework being able to run the same source code on CPU
as well as GPU was developed, where the same source files are included in wrappers for both
processor types. This assures that code maintainability does not suffer.

Figure 1.1: Clusters of (non central) Pb-Pb
event

Figure 1.2: Tracks found by GPU tracker
in event

During the tracking there are 5 steps with non negligible requirement of computation time:
Initialization, Neighbour Finding, Tracklet Construction, Tracklet Selection and Tracklet
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Output. Out of these the Tracklet Construction contains all the mathematics and most non
trivial calculations while consuming 50% of the time. It is therefore both, the part best
suited for running on a GPU and the part with most sense in optimizing it. Currently The
hardware equipped in the HLT are GT200 chips from NVIDIA. To efficiently run the Tracklet
Construction on this GPU, a basic understanding of the GPU’s architecture is needed.
The GT200 chip consists of 30 independent multiprocessors with 8 ALUs each. Each multiprocessor can handle a vast number of threads in parallel, depending on the algorithm itself
one should have about 256 concurrent threads running on each multiprocessor for fully exploiting the GPU. The threads running on a multiprocessor are organized in warps of 32
threads each. All threads in one warp can only execute one particular common instruction.
If different threads are to execute different instructions, for example due to branching in the
code, these operations have to be serialized.
The GPU implementation of the Tracklet Construction has each tracklet processed by a
different thread. The problem arising here is caused by different lengths of the tracklets.
As a matter of fact all threads within one warp have to wait for the one thread processing
the longest tracklet, even if their current task is already finished. This resulted in the GPU
Utilization staying below 20% for the first implementation (See Fig. 1.3). This was solved
by introducing a custom scheduler. One thread only extrapolates a tracklet for a constant
amount of rows. Afterwards all unfinished tracklets are redistributed among threads and even
multiprocessors. Further some pre-filtering was introduced to remove very short tracklets
from the queue before even starting the extrapolation. For the scheduler to work efficiently
the tracker is able to process multiple slices in parallel. This ensures that there are always
enough threads available for scheduling. By applying these changes the GPU utilization
raised to almost 70% (Fig. 1.4).

Figure 1.3:
GPU utilization without
scheduling during Tracklet Construction 1

Figure 1.4: GPU utilization with scheduling during Tracklet Construction 1 2

Apart from the Tracklet Construction also the Neighbour Finding and Tracklet Selection was
ported on the GPU. This is necessary since even though the Tracklet Selection is slower as
compared to the CPU it greatly decreases the output of the pipeline and thus the amount
of data that is transferred back to the host. Contrary to all these tasks, the Initialization
and Output steps do not involve computation but instead have lots of random memory
access reading requiring most data only once. This is not well suited for a GPU, especially
considering the additional data transfer required, but can benefit from big and advanced
caches of state of the art CPUs and therefore should stay on the CPU.
Keeping the GPU cores operating at full capacity is the main objective. Since multiple slices
are handled simultaneously anyway, to allow efficient scheduling, the steps are pipelined
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White borders seperate threads of one warp. Colors stand for: black: idling, blue: 3b, red/green: 3c.
The three rightmost threads belong to different multiprocessors and are scheduled separately.
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asynchronously using both, CPU and GPU while data is transferred via DMA. This way,
after having initialized the tracker data structures for the first slice, the CPU can immediately
process the next slice while the GPU starts tracking the first one, as can be seen in Fig. 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Asynchronous event processing
While porting the tracker, the memory model was slightly changed. This resulted in more
locality for optimal usage of available GPU memory bandwidth and also had positive cache
effects on the CPU. The new tracker code performs better by a factor of two on modern CPUs
(benchmarked using 3.2 GHz Intel Nehalem, 8 threads and data from monte-carlo-simulation)
while the GPU versions outperforms the Processor by another factor 3.3 for central lead lead
collisions.

Figure 1.6: GPU Tracker Performance
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